
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Jad Fair & Danielson – Solid Gold Heart 
__________________________________________________ 

 
1. Go Ahead 6. With The Knowledge 
2. Rockin On The Good Side 7. Apple Apple 
3. Ready Steady 8. Not No 
4. Here We Stand 9. On And On 
5. Solid Gold Heart 10. You Got Me In A Spin 

11.Here’s Our Time 
 

The words and primary voice are those of Jad Fair, that 
enduringly idiosyncratic artist revered in discerning pockets of 
the global indie rock underground for decades. Danielson’s 
Daniel Smith has long admired Fair, drawing inspiration from 
Half Japanese (the band Fair formed with his brother in the ‘70s) 
on through to his prolific career today. Their discussions of 
collaborating finally came to fruition when Joyful Noise 
Recordings designated Fair its “Artist In Residence” for 2014 
and Danielson was tapped as one of 4 artists (including R. Stevie 
Moore; Teenage Fanclub's Norman Blake; and Strobe Talbot) to 
record separate respective albums with him for a boxed-set 
limited release. “Flattered and honored” is how Smith sums up 
his feelings about the project -- and grateful to get a game-plan 
for what always seemed a complementary pairing.  
 
Sounds Familyre will be doing their own non-limited release of 
Solid Gold Heart in June, on CD, digital and gold vinyl. The 11 
tracks of sweet collaboration collected under said title sound like 
what you might expect, given the respective artists: gleaming 
tunes of sincere sing-speak, resplendent with sparkling back-up 
vocals and warmly melodic, inventive instrumentation; a 
sunshine-bright outlook of positive encouragement to keep 
“rockin’ on the side of gooood” -- because, after all, “We 
deserve chocolate cake/ We deserve apple pie/ Enjoy your life 
...” 
 
The collaborative process commenced with Fair sending Smith 
his unique vocal demos of recited lyrics with articulated mouth-
sound musical qualities (some bits remain in the final mixes). 
Smith then wrote music for each chosen track, eventually getting 
Fair and drummer Gilles Rieder into his Clarksboro, NJ studio 
to record their parts during a few hours break from touring. 
Aside from Smith’s own guitar-playing and singing throughout 
the album, there were contributions made by his brothers David 
and Andrew on percussion, and sisters Rachel and Megan along 
with wife Elin on vocals. Spicing things up at Fair’s behest were 
members of Texas art-polka band Brave Combo: Carl Finch on 
accordion and keys; Jeffrey Barnes on sax and woodwinds; and 
Danny O’Brien on trumpet. Bringing things full-circle was 
Kramer (Shockabilly, Bongwater, B.A.L.L. et al.) on bass, who 
also co-mixed and mastered the album. 
 
The result is a beguiling blend that builds off each participant’s   
strengths, truly a fresh sum that is greater than its parts. “The  
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goal was to make 3-minute pop songs, as accessible and fun and 
immediate as possible,” notes Smith. And that’s what you’ll 
hear, each track an uplifting, mutually enhanced concoction.  

 
Anyone who ever had a Solid Gold Heart -- wouldn’t they want 
to turn around and share it? Of course they would. Jad Fair and 
Danielson are happy to offer up theirs. 
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Catalog Number: SF47 
Format:  CD/LP/digital 
Release Date: June 24, 2014 
UPC-CD: 659696289512 / UPC-LP: 659696289413 
Territory Restrictions: None 
Genre:  Indie rock/experimental 
RIYL: Half Japanese, Danielson, Brave Combo, Kramer 
Vinyl is not returnable 
CD box lot: 132 / LP box lot: 60 (two cartons of 30/box)  
 
POINTS OF INTEREST 
-Produced by Daniel C. Smith (Danielson) & Jad Fair. 

   -Mixed & Mastered by Kramer. 
   -Brave Combo on keys and winds.  

 
PRESS 
“…Danielson Famile, Daniel Smith has practically defined the 
term “cult artist”. His records—most of them highly 
conceptual paeans to God—can be exhausting, barraging 
listeners with surprise twists and turns and tangled song 
fragments. Smith himself has an inimitable vocal style... Yet 
Smith’s discography has yielded him a small but unflaggingly 
loyal congregation, drawn to music that, above all else, is 
uninhibitedly gleeful, celebratory, and rallying—the kind of 
inspired communal rejoicing that’s highly contagious.”         -
Pitchfork 
 
“I love him (Jad Fair) for his boundless enthusiasm and shy 
genius… maybe it’s wrong to call Jad naïve because he knows 
what he’s doing, but he has a child-like wonderment that to me 
is at the core of most great music I can name. The Shaggs, 
Leadbelly, Jonathan Richman. He makes my feet want to 
move, and there’s no higher compliment.” –Everett True 
 

   CONTACT 
Sounds Familyre / P.O. Box 225 / Clarksboro, NJ  08020 
scott@soundsfamilyre.com / www.soundsfamilyre.com 

 

 
 

 


